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Kaze no stigma season 2 episode list

Wikipedia sheet article Cover of the first DVD compilation, published by Kadokawa. Kaze no Stigma (4聖痕, lit. Stigma of the Wind) is an anime series directed by Jun'ichi Sakata and produced by Gonzo. [1] They are based on a series of light novels, Kaze no Stigma, written by Takahiro Yamato, and adapt the original material in a four-
day episode. The conspiracy episodes are based on Kazume Kannagi's return to Japan after he was expelled by his clan, and his then interactions with his clan. From April 2007 to September 2007, the series was on 13 networks in Japan, with Chiba TV, Fukui TV, Tokyo MX TV, TV Hokkaido and TV Saitama, which first broadcast the
episodes on April 11, 2007. [1] The remaining networks began airing episodes later in May, with the exception of Kumamoto, which aired the first episode on 14 May 2007. [1] The series was named funimation entertainment in North America. The second English version, named by Animax Asia, was on their network from 19 May to 21
June 2010. [2] Four pieces of dark music are used for episodes; one open theme and three final themes. The opening theme is the explosion of wind Saori Kiuji. The final themes are Kiujujine Hitorikiri no Sora and Matataki no Kiwoku Ayumi Fujimura, Yuka Inokuchi and Shizuka Itō, with either playing for all episodes of Save Episode
Twelve, which includes Sakai Tanako's Tsuki Hana no Inori. On May 30, 2007, the single for Blast of wind was released, and on August 18, 2007, a single for the final themes was released. From 24 August 2007 to July 25, 2008, Kadokawa released 12 DVD compilations containing two episodes of Anime. [5] [6] Episodes (2007) Title
Original air date[7] 1Return of the WindTranscription: Kaze no Kikan (Japanese: 還12 April 2007-2007-04-12) Kazuma Kannagi, Who is exuding four g. pre defeats and unchared u vatrogasu, u Japan returns with a smoety name and abundant knowledge in the magic of wind. Several killings at the Kannagi house by a powerful wind user
led his former family, the House of Kannagi, into believing that Kazuma was taking revenge for his exile. Although he claims to be innocent, Kazuma is preparing for all the war with the Kannagi family. 2Contionalisation with the pastPrewment: How to do no Taiketsu (Japanese: -対決19 April 2007)19 April 2007 (2007-04-19) Kazuma's
father, Gemna Kannagi, tries to bring him back to the Kannagi family's main house to answer some questions, but Kazuma wants to fight him. In the end, he beats his father with a special wind technique. Later four years later, he meets his brother Reno Kannagie, a powerful wind user who has previously kidnapped his brother. Kazuma
vows to bring him back. 3Head of the Kannagia familyPrepis: Kannagi Sōke (Japanese: To bring his kidnapped brother, Kazuma meets with the head of the Kannagi jūgo Kannagi family to exchange information. The Revolt of the Wind Fang clan, which serves the Kannagi, comes to light and Kazuma proposes a rescue plan based on
cooperation between him and Ayan. 4PermansPrepis: Keiyakusha (Kontorakutā) (Japanese: 契- - e -3 May 2007 (2007-05-03) Leaves Ayana to depose Ryūya Kazamaki, Kazuma continues to rescue Rena. But with Ayan defeated, Ryūya manages to unite with the released demon. Ayano, Kazuma and Ren must join their forces to stop
the demons' progress. In the latest attempt, Kazuma prepares to activate the treaty. 5The One Who Casts Aside DoubtTranscription: Mayoi wo Suteta Mono (Japanese: 10 May 2007 (2007-05-10) Misao, sister of one of the Cannagi clans killed on a construction site捨 in the first episode, is outside to kill Kazuma for revenge. But neither
her power nor her hired killers can scratch him. As she contemplates suicide, her mystery boyfriend Michael Harley approaches her and offers her to fulfill her wishes. 6The Price of PowerTranscription: Chikara no Daishō (Japanese: 償17 May 2007(2007-05-17) The Kannagi family hires Kazumo to investigate a string of murders, but the
work is passed on to police investigators and the Ōgami family when it becomes clear that Misao is involved. With the family's own planning to eradicate Misao, only Kazuma doesn't want to give up on her, and only Ayano is strong enough to stand on Kazuma's path. 7The Cost of a SoulTranscription: Tamashii no Nedan (Japanese: 24値
May 2007 (2007-05-24) After he was soon dragged by Ayan's surprise, Kazuma faces against Misau, who is still powerless against him. Michael Harley informs Misaa that she will never be able to beat Kazume, and then uses Misa's body and her energy life energy to create the dragon. Ayano, Ren and Kazuma must destroy the dragon
while they do not harm Misau. As he fights Kazumi, he gets injured and tells Ayan That he got the power of the wind to protect the people he cares about, 8Ayan catastrophePrescript: Ayano-chan no Sainan (Japanese: 綾乃 - e- ゃ 12災難)31 May 2007 (2007-05-31) Ayano is sent to investigate the hitodamo, which was visible at Seiōry
Academy, its own school. Kazuma is hired as her bodyguard and even Ayan's friends, Yukari and Nanase. However, it turns out that the disorder is the work of the regasal pixie Tiane, and Ayano becomes the target of her unders. 9Sheading under the MoonPrepis: Gekka no Deai (Japanese: June 7, 2007 (2007-06-07) Ren meets a young
girl, Ayumi, who has escaped from the Tsuwabuki family, the most powerful clan of the earth When she sees how badly she is treated, Ren decides to use her power to protect her for the cost of starting a conflict between the Kannagi and Tsuwabuki families. Meanwhile, Kazuma is accepting a mission from Tiana's tribe to get the pixie heir
stolen by the Tsuwabuki family. 10The One to be ProtectedTranscription: Mamoru Beki Hito (Japanese: e-eべ)14 June 2007 (2007-06-14) Ayumi tells Reno that he wants to go to the beach where they meet Tsuwabukis. Then it emerges that Ayumi is not a man, but a clone created for the Taisaj ritual for the burning of Mount Fuji.
Meanwhile, Kazuma is still watching Tsuwabukis, waiting for the treasure. 11Every decisionPrescription: Sorezore no Ketsui (Japanese: 決ぞ 1007-06-21) Ren and Ayano go to Tsuwabukis mansion to meet Ayumi and try to save her while Kazuma comes and helps them. Ren decided to save Ayumi's life by destroying the very main
problem - the behemoth, which is closed in Mount Fuji. 12Confession Under the MoonPrepis: Gekka no Kokuhaku (Japanese: -28 June 2007(2007-06-28) Ayano has trouble fighting, while Kazuma takes Ren and Ayumi out of the cave and exits through the top. This causes the liberation of the behemoth and the Rhine, Kazuma and Ayano
begin to fight it. Ayumi helps the team do its best and suppresses the power of the behemoth, giving Kazumi, Reno and Ayan time to beat her. But in the end, she dies because she used too much power to help them and couldn't live the rest of her life with Ren. 13I'm going to the amusement park! Transcript: Yūenchi ni Ikō! (Japanese: 5
瓘瓘甯 July 5, 2007 (2007-07-05) Ayano and Kazuma are placed on a date at Ayan's father's amusement park (under the guise of the investigation), where three spying toms do not prove that Ayan's rage tally. Ayan's friends follow in disguised to snoop on a date while imitating a series of photos. 14Another Ayano Disaster災難
Transcription: Ayano-chan no Saranaru Sainan (Japanese: 綾乃- - oneゃ) July 13, 2007 (2007-07-13) American fire mag Catherine McDonald tackles Ayan while having dinner with Kazumo. Its purpose is to bring the title of the most powerful clan of fire mags to McDonalds and to acquire Enraiho. Ayano wins, but it causes great damage
to the building and her clothes. That's why Kazuma treats her with her shoulder instead. 15Catherine ReturnsTranscription: Kyasarin Ritānzu (Japanese:007)20 July 2007 (2007-07-20) Catherine challenges Ayana to fight. While waiting for the day of the fight, Catherine hires Kazumo as her coach, and falls in love with him. As a result,
Catherine makes a suggestion to Ayana: if she wins, she takes Kazuma back to America with her, and if she loses, he stays. Ayano But Catherine decides to stay anyway. 16Adence and sonPrescript: Chichi to Ko this (Japanese: ⽗ -e)27 July 2007 (2007-07-27) Jūgo recaps Ayana and Kazumo, but this time she gets her friends to invite
these two on a hot hot well. When everything seems to go down Jūg's path, Kirika Tachibana and Genma, Kazum's father, end up at the same hot springs as Kazuma. Every time they meet, Genma and Kazuma fight and end up destroying various sections of hot springs. In the end, however, their confrontations seem to have been just
their way of communicating with each other. 17Housing to beat the magic userPrepis: Mahōtsukai no Taoshi Kata (Japanese: 魔, August 3, 2007 (2007-08-03) Normal teenagers who were once weak or were affected become magicians in huge quantities. Not only do these wizards exploit their newly acquired powers, but they also speak
as if they are playing the game, using words like level up. Kazuma, Ayano and Nanase should investigate the problem, and Nanase shows how a normal teenager can beat a magical user. Kazuma sees a girl who looks like Tsui Ling after beating one of the new mags. 18Tokyo RPGTranscription: Tōkyō RPG (Japanese: August 10, 2007
(2007-08-10) Ren and his friends encounter one of those wizards during one of their exits and are attacked by fire. Ren uses his powers to defeat a magician who reveals information about where he plays, known as Pandemonium. Ren decided to check the place he suspected was a seat with this information and discovered he was in a
different dimension. As he prepares to leave, he suddenly beams into the building. Meanwhile, Kirika is calling on Kazumo to collapse again at Kannagi to discuss further plans. 19PandemoniumTranscription: Pandemoniumu (Japanese: August 17, 2007 (2007-08-17) Kirika all about recent events and its connection to the game
Pandemonium, which is why the players downloaded youma through the net unknown. When they find out ren has been kidnapped, Kazuma, Ayana and Kirika enter Pandemonium. Ayano is fighting Lapis, who looks like Tsui Ling. In the meantime, Kazuma finds Rene and identifies the man behind Pandemonium as Bernherdt Rhodes, a
former enemy he has defeated in the past. 20The Remnant of the EmeraldTranscription: Midoriiro no Zan'ei (Japanese: 翠残 -, August 24, 2007(2007-08-24) asks Bernhardt about Lapis and denies that Tsui Ling's girlfriend, Whom Erwin (Bernhardt's master) sacrificed to the demon. Bernhardt responds that the girl Lapis was what was left
of Tsui Ling, who Kazuma did not protect because of a lack of power. As Kazuma tries to attack Bernhardt, Lapis strikes her and shows her as a swordsman by cutting into half the building, they were in it. Kazuma saves Rena, Ayan and Kirika, but disappears soon after. In the Kannagi home, Kirika informs them that a new Pandemonium
has emerged and has granted class changes to his players. Meanwhile, Kazuma, who had caught up with Tsui Ling over the happiness of his past, decided to kill Bernhardt and Lapis. 21The Raging Wind MageTranscription: Kyōran no Fūjutsushi (Japanese: 狂乱 - e-e)31 August 2007 (2007-08-31) Since the new Pandemonium appeared,
every night of the battle has occurred, throwing wizards together in battle and the winner has gained points of experience. Kazuma appears in these battles, brutally attacking the fighters and asking them about the location of pandemonium. He attacked Catherine and allowed nasa to be kidnapped. Then Kirika informs Ayan that Kazuma
has regressed into his former cold-blooded persona, and only Ayano can bring him back. 22Decision and hesitationPrescript: Ketsui to Shunjun it (Japanese: 決 -e逡巡)7 September 2007 (2007-09-07) Ren, Suzuhara and Serizawa witness Kazuma fight with one of the wizards. Later, Yukari goes to a seed meeting, where Utsumi tells
them that Pandemonium will appear in the park at midnight and that they can achieve great strength if they go there. In Pandemonium Utsumi, he tells Bernhardt that he wants to take over and that he's going to kill Bernhardt. But Bernhardt responds by saying that he was the one who gave Utsumi power in the first place. 23The Crimson
FlameTranscription: Kōen (Japanese: 紅炎)14 September 2007 (2007-09-14) At Catherine Hospital speaks with Ayan, and increases her determination to save Kazumo. Ayano and Ren persuade Jūga and Genma to allow them to try to bring Kazuma back after Genma tells them he's going to kill Kazuma and Bernhardt. When
Pandemonium appears, Ayano and Ren meet kazuma. Kazuma tells Ayan and Reno not to try to destroy Pandemoni for Tsui Ling, but simply because he wants to kill Bernhardt. Ayana summons Enraiha and attacks Kazumo. She thinks about what she learned from Kazuma and the unknown uses the Crimson Flame. He convinces
Kazumo to stop killing innocent people. Kazuma is aware that he has two new important people in his life, Ayana and Ren, and three have set themselves up to destroy Pandemonium. 24WindeProtection: Kaze no mamorishi mono (Japanese: September 21, 2007-09-21) Kazuma, Ayano and Ren encounter Lapisa, which begins the
aziment of the ritual of Belial, prince of the demons of the north of hell. Lapis reveals that he is trying to become a man through the pain of others. Kazuma and Ayano are attacking Laris, who is retreating like Belial's primles. By joining their powers, Kazuma, Ayana and Ren manage to repel Belial. Then Bernhardt and But Gemma's arrival
convinces Bernhardt not to kill them. Kazuma asks Lapis what were Tsui Ling's final thoughts, revealing that Tsui Ling wanted Kazuma dead. At the Kannagi residence, Kazuma reveals that he has accepted his past and will focus on the future that brings Ayana, who claims kazuma must rely on her. Kazuma agrees, but Ayanu gives a
slap in the back to show his acceptance into a new partnership, which caused Ayano to fall into the pond before angrily chasing him around the yard (with Enraiho) as members of the Kannagi family have a quiet lunch. Then Ren sees how close Ayano and Kazuma are to the other friends, and Nanase and Yukari are all in agreement.
References ^ a b c , e Gonzo. Archived from the original of 2009-07-03. Retrieved 2009-06-09. ↑ The Stigma of Wind at Animax Asia. Animax Asia. 20 10 00 00 00 00 00 0 Archived from the original on 1 June 2012. Retrieved 6 May 2010. ↑ Amazon.co.jp: wind blast (in Japanese). Retrieved 2008-01-23. ↑ Amazon.co.jp: TV-4-4-2-3-2-3-1-
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